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Abstract. The efficiency of a graph visualizing multivariate data is not only
subjectively evaluated by human visual perception but also objectively esti-
mated by visual features of graph. For a designed graph, it is necessary to
improve visual features to enable human to extract better information from data.
Integrating retinal variables into graph is an approach to increasing visual fea-
tures of graph. In this study, the constituents of graph are grouped into classes of
marks by qualitative and quantitative characteristics. The retinal variables are
studied and structured to integrate into the classes of marks. A process of five
steps is proposed to increase visual features by integrating retinal variables into
graph. The process is illustrated with two case studies, increasing visual features
of bus space-time map with qualitative mark classes and increasing visual
features of the graph representing the data of hand-foot-mouth epidemic in
Binhduong with qualitative and quantitative mark classes.
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1 Introduction

Information exists in various forms of data as sound, languages, words, signs, glyphs,
graphs, pictures, and so on. The data shaped image contain much information than
others and people can easily perceive information implicit in it [1]. Visualization refers
to an approach to converting data of various forms to graphs to enable human to extract
better information. In a visualization system, human is a component of the system and
plays an important role in understanding the insights of graph [1]. Accordingly, the
efficiency of a structure of graph is evaluated by human visual perception [2]. The
challenge in increasing the efficiency of graph is that the improvement of visual fea-
tures of graph is objectively evaluated while human perception of graph is subjectively
evaluated. The problem to be solved is how to improve visual features of graph
consistently with human perception.

The main idea is to integrate retinal variables into graph to improve its visual
features. This study approaches the structure of graph to grouping its constituents into
classes of structured marks by qualitative and quantitative characteristics consistent
with human perception. Retinal variables are studied and suitably structured to inte-
grate into the mark classes. This paper proposes a process integrating retinal variables
into graph to increase visual features of the graph and simultaneously respond human
capacity of visual perception.

This paper is structured as follows. The next section interprets related works
together with the concepts as data variable, visual representation, visual features,
structural marks, planar marks, and retinal variables. The third section proposes the
process integrating retinal variables into multidimensional graph to increase its visual
features. The fourth section applies this process for two case studies, improving visual
features of bus space-time map and multidimensional graph representing the happen-
ings of hand-foot-mouth epidemic in Binhduong province, Vietnam. The fifth section
resumes the results of the paper.

2 Related Works and Conceptual Framework

2.1 Visual Representation of Multivariate Data

A dataset is considered as a combination of several subsets each of which is called a
data variable depicting a unique attribute, i.e. each variable is a set of values. Visual
representation of a set of multivariate data is a mapping of the set onto a multidi-
mensional graph, called structural graph, where each data variable is converted to a
structural variable shaped an axis of the graph, each data value or a data tuple is
converted to a structural mark shaped a point, a line, or a polygon of the graph. Visual
display is a mapping of structural graph onto planar graph on planar screen, where each
structural mark is converted to a planar mark on planar screen. The integration of
retinal variables into variables and marks of a graph, structural or planar, by visual-
ization techniques converts the graph to visual graph.
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2.2 Visual Features

The efficiency of a visual graph is subjectively evaluated by the levels of human
perception. A visual graph is considered to be efficient if the duration to perceive
necessary information is short, shorter and shorter [3]. An efficient graph enables
human to extract significant information and discover valuable laws. A visual graph
enables human to perceive the significance of data at the levels of structure of the graph
according to associative, selective, ordered, quantitative characteristics, and length,
which are also considered as visual features [3–5]. Accordingly, the efficiency of a
visual graph can be objectively estimated by the levels of visual features.

Associative Feature. The associative feature refers to human perception on the simi-
larity of marks, i.e. the associative feature enables human to group marks sharing one
characteristic into a group.

Selective Feature. The selective feature refers to human perception on the selection of
marks in accordance with given characteristic. In other words, the selective feature
enables human to perceive the distinction between mark groups of different attributes
or titles.

Ordered Feature. The ordered feature of a graph refers to human perception on the
order of marks or mark groups representing data variables, such as one is bigger or
smaller than another, one is higher or lower than another, one is nearer or farther than
another, one is left or right from another, one is front or back from another, one is
above or below from another.

Quantitative Feature. The quantitative feature refers to human perception on marks
representing scale values or the ratio of two marks representing two real values.

Length. The length feature refers to the number of planar marks of a planar variable.
This feature relates to the size and resolution of displayed screen, where the possible
number of planar marks on a planar variable has to be more than the number of values
of the data variable which it represents.

2.3 Visual Variables

A planar graph representing a set of multivariate data on 2-dimensional displaying
environment is constituted by two types of visual variables, position variables and
retinal variables [3, 5].

2.3.1 Position Variable
The position variable is a set of marks of points, lines, polygon, bar, pie, etc. positioned
on structural graph. For visualization of a set of multivariate data, a mapping is applied
to convert the constituents of the structural graph which is designed to represent data
variables to position variables and marks on planar screen. In other words, a graph on
displayed environment is the set of planar marks representing data values or data tuples.

2.3.2 Basic Retinal Variable
Basic retinal variables are composed of shape variable (S), size variable (Z), brightness
variable (B), texture or symbol variable (L), color variable (C), and direction variable
(D) [3, 5, 6] (Table 1).
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Shape Variable, S. The Shape variable refers to geometrical planar marks. According
to the concepts of geographic information science, the geometrical marks representing
geographic objects comprises point, line, polygon or area, surface, and volume [7–10].
Point is indicated as a geometrical point positioned on planar screen. Line is traced as a
curve or a polyline. Polygon or area refers to the area within a polygon of which
vertices are on the same plane. Surface refers to a polygon of which vertices are not on
the same plane. Volume refers to the space within a volume limited by planes. The
Shape variable responds the associative and selective features. The Shape variable does
not respond the ordered and quantitative features. The Shape variable can have num-
berless elements.

Size Variable, Z. The Size variable refers to the difference on size of marks. The Size
variable responds associative, selective, and ordered features. The Size variable is hard
perceived quantitative feature. The number of elements of Size variable is finite because
of the resolution of human eyes and the size of planar screen.

Brightness Variable, B. The Brightness variable refers to human visual perception on
the luminance of graphs. The Brightness variable is combined with the color variable
for use. The Brightness variable responds associative, selective, and ordered features.
The Brightness variable hard responds quantitative feature. The length of Brightness is
finite because it depends on human’s visual resolution.

Table 1. The table of basic retinal variables and their visual features.

Basic 
retinal 
variables

Elements of basic retinal 
variable (some illustrated 
examples)

Visual features
associa-
tive 

selec-
tive

ordered quanti-
tative

Length 
(finite)

Shape S

Size Z

Brightness 
B

Symbol L

Color C

Direction 
D
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Symbol Variable, L. The Symbol variable refers to figures formed by points, line,
curve, geometrical shape, star, cross, and so on which are arranged according to various
types. The Symbol variable responds associative and selective features. The Symbol
variable has not ordered feature. The Symbol variable does not limit the number of
elements.

Color Variable, C. The Color refers to human visual perception by the discrimination
of light waves reflecting from objects in real world. The Color variable refers to color
spaces, where the usual space is RGB. In the RGB space, colors can be generated from
three main colors, red, green, blue. Each generated color is defined by its coordinates
on RGB space. The Color variable responds associative and selective features, but do
not respond ordered and quantitative features. The number of colors which can be used
depends on human color resolution.

Direction Variable, D. The Direction is generally indicated by the longitudes and
latitudes of the Earth and presented on a plane. Each direction is indicated by the angle
which is formed by the vector positioning object with the reference axis. The Direction
variable responds associative, selective, and ordered features. The Direction variable
does not respond quantitative feature. The number of directions is theoretically infinite
but the demand of associative and selective features limits the number of directions.

3 The Integration of Retinal Variables into Graph

Visual representation of data refers to the conversion of various modes of data to image
shaped graph of which significance is easily perceived by human. The level of human
perception of graph depends on its visual features. The perception can be improved by
integrating reasonably retinal variables into graph. The integration of retinal variables
into a graph is a conversion of the multidimensional graph G’ to the graph G of higher
visual features. Technically, retinal variables can be integrated into structural or planar
marks of structural or planar graph, respectively. The following is the process inte-
grating retinal variables into graph.

3.1 Step 1. Grouping Marks of Graph into Mark Classes

A multidimensional graph G0 displayed on planar screen is considered as set of planar
marks gnjn ¼ 1; 2; . . .. The planar marks are grouped into mark classes by qualitative
or quantitative characteristics to meet the demand of problems extracting information
or analyzing data. Each qualitative class is a set of marks of the same nominal char-
acteristic or the same attribute, each quantitative class is a set of marks referring to
values belonging to a defined segment.

Mathematically,
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G0 ¼ fgnjn ¼ 1; 2; . . .g
ðGm \Gm0 ¼ £Þ _ ðGm \Gm0 6¼ £Þj8ðm 6¼ m0Þ
ðGm � G0j8mÞ ^ ðG0 ¼

[

m

GmÞ

where Gmjm ¼ 1; 2; . . . are mark classes which can be combined according to various
modes Gk to restore multidimensional graph G0:

Gkjk ¼ 1; 2; . . . � G0 ¼ fGmj
\

m

Gm ¼ £jm ¼ 1; 2; . . .g

where modes Gkjk ¼ 1; 2; . . . are restored from mark classes Gm with dimensional
integrality [11].

3.1.1 Grouping Marks by Qualitative Characteristics
The constitution of mark classes by qualitative characteristics refers to the significance
of constituents of graph and human perception. Mark classes are constituted by
applying Gestalt principles [11–13], where the marks of the same nominal character-
istic or the same attribute such as bus route, bus station, ground trajectory, the number
of patients, humidity, rainfall, temperature, and so on are grouped into a mark class by
qualitative characteristic, briefly called qualitative mark class. The mark classes may
intersect one another or not, i.e. a mark may simultaneously belong to one or more
classes, e.g. a bus station may be used for one or more bus routes, a ground trajectory
belongs to both ground trajectory class and bus route class.

3.1.2 Grouping Marks by Quantitative Characteristics
The constitution of mark classes by quantitative characteristics, briefly called quanti-
tative mark class, refers to values of data variables. The range of values of a variable
can be divided into segments. The marks representing the values of a segment are
grouped into a class, called a scale, where each scale is a subset of a class grouped by
qualitative characteristics. The following are the ways to group the marks of a class into
scales.

Number Table. Number table which refers to a data table of a data variable comprises
two columns of which elements associate with one another on each line as a data tuple.
As an example, wind speed is recorded in a table of two columns, one for wind speed in
m/s and one for wind force scale in natural numbers. The wind speed table may be
represented on a 2-dimensional orthogonal coordinates, where one coordinate indicates
wind speed in m/s, another indicates wind force scale in natural numbers (see Fig. 1).
In visualization, marks representing wind speed in real values are grouped into seg-
ments each of which is a mark class, briefly called scale.
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Transfer Function. Mathematically, the relation between real values and scales is
defined by a transfer function which is linear or nonlinear (see Fig. 2). Marks of a scale
are grouped into a class, briefly called scale.

Local Maximum or Minimum. When marks representing local maxima or minima of a
variable need to be dominated to evaluate the relation among variables, these marks
and their neighbors are grouped into a class, briefly also called scale.

b11

b10

b9

b8

b7

b6

b5
b4

b3
b2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1,5
3,3
5,4
7,9

10,7

13,8

17,1

20,7

24,4

28,4

32,6

Wind force 
scale

Wind speed (m/s)

Fig. 1. Wind speed of real numbers mapped onto wind force scale of natural numbers.

Scales

Real
Values
pNpN-1

p1

p2

p0

bNbN-1b2 b2

Fig. 2. The transfer function representing the relation between real values and scales of a data
variable.
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3.2 Step 2. Constituting Generated Retinal Variables

Generated retinal variables integrating into mark classes are constituted from basic
retinal variables based on the number of mark classes, the characteristics of each class,
and human capacity of visual perception. Each generated retinal variable is a subset of
a basic retinal variable or a product of basic retinal variables. The number of mark
classes, the characteristics of mark classes, the requests of visual features of classes are
referred to form generated retinal variables.

3.2.1 Generated Retinal Variable for Qualitative Mark Classes
The integration of generated retinal variables into qualitative mark classes aims at
dominating their qualitative characteristics. The generated retinal variables are
designed as subsets of basic retinal variables. Each element of a generated retinal
variable, called visual mark, which is used to integrate into a qualitative mark class has
to be suitable for the characteristics and significance of the class, as well as the user’s
demands in extracting information. For example, the symbol of line is suitable for
trajectories, the symbol of polygon for administrative units, the symbol of bar for the
number of patients, the color is utilized to group or select the constituents of a qual-
itative mark class. The number of visual marks of a generated retinal variable is equal
to the number of qualitative mark classes which they integrate into.

The problem to be solved to increase visual features of structural graphs is that the
number of visual marks of a basic retinal variable can not respond all qualitative mark
classes or that human visional resolution limits the number of visual marks of a
generated retinal variable. Indeed, it is impossible to use all colors to increase visual
features of graph because human is difficult to perceive the difference of two quite
similar colors, human can not perceive the difference of two line marks of two different
attributes.

Generated retinal variables are sets of visual marks extracted from basic retinal
variables or from the product of two or more basic retinal variables. Mathematically, if
let R0 ¼ fS; Z;B; L;C;Dg be the set of basic retinal variables, generated retinal vari-
ables are the subsets of the sets S; Z;B; L;C;D or the subsets of product sets
SZ; ZB;BL; LC;CB;DS, and so on. The set of generated retinal variables is
R ¼ fRS;RZ ;RB;RL;RC;RD;RSZ ;RZB;RBL;RLC;RCB; . . .g, where RS � S, RZ � Z,
RB � B, RL � L, RC � C, RD � D, RSZ � SZ, RZB � ZB, RBL � BL, RLC � LC,
RCB � CB, and so on.

The number of visual marks of a product set is equal to the product of the number
of marks of individual sets. As an example, if the basic retinal variables S ¼
fs1; s2; . . .; sMg contains M visual marks, the basic retinal variables Z ¼ fz1; z2; . . .; zNg
contains N visual marks, then the product set SZ has M.N visual marks
SZ ¼ fs1z1; s1z2; . . .; s1zN ; s2z1; s2z2; . . .; s2zN ; . . .; sMz1; sMz2; . . .; sMzNg. The increase
of visual marks by the product of basic retinal variables results in the increase the
number of mark classes which can be integrated visual marks.

3.2.2 Generated Retinal Variables for Scale Mark Classes
The integration of a generated retinal variable into mark classes of scales aims at
dominating the quantitative characteristics of scale marks. In visualization, the values
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and scales of a data variable are simultaneously represented on graph, the marks
representing real values are integrated by visual marks, the marks representing scales
are also integrated by visual marks of generated retinal variable. Accordingly, each
scale mark is integrated by two visual marks, one for characteristic of data variable and
one for scale of data variable. In this case, the set of marks representing a data variable
is visualized by two generated retinal variables, one retinal variable associates marks of
the same characteristic or attribute of the data variable and another selects different
scales of the data variable.

3.3 Step 3: Processing the Intersections of Mark Classes

Many marks of graph belong to two or more classes, such as some stations in bus
space-time map simultaneously belong to two or more different classes of routes [14].
Mathematically, a mark belonging to many classes only shares one or few attributes or
characteristics which it represents. Hence, a mark shared by different mark classes must
represent common and individual attributes. In other words, a shared mark must satisfy
all significances of the mark classes which it belongs to. For example, a station shared
by several route represents a common attribute being station, and individual attributes
being the names of bus routes to which it belongs as the bus station of routes 15. For
displaying, a shared mark is structured as a combination of visual marks of the classes
which it belongs to.

3.4 Step 4: Integrating Generated Retinal Variables into Mark Classes

The integration of generated retinal variables into mark classes converts graph G0 to
visual graph G. Mathematically, the integration of generated retinal variables into mark
classes is a mapping of G0 onto G by the Cartesian product of G0 and the set of
generated retinal variables R,

G ¼ R� G0 ¼ fRS;RZ ; . . .g � fG1;G2; . . .g
G ¼ R� G0 ¼ fRS � G1;RZ � G2; . . .g

The products can be generally defined as follows.

RS � G1 ¼ fs1; s2; . . .g � fG1
1;G

1
2; . . .g ¼ fs1G1

1; s2G
1
2; . . .g

RZ � G2 ¼ fz1; z2; . . .g � fG2
1;G

2
2; . . .g ¼ fz1G2

1; z2G
2
2; . . .g

RB � G3 ¼ fb1; b2; . . .g � fG3
1;G

3
2; . . .g ¼ fb1G3

1; b2G
3
2; . . .g

RL � G4 ¼ fl1; l2; . . .g � fG4
1;G

4
2; . . .g ¼ fl1G4

1; l2G
4
2; . . .g

RC � G5 ¼ fc1; c2; . . .g � fG5
1;G

5
2; . . .g ¼ fc1G5

1; c2G
5
2; . . .g

RD � G6 ¼ fd1; d2; . . .g � fG6
1;G

6
2; . . .g ¼ fd1G6

1; d2G
6
2; . . .g

. . .

where Gk
mjk ¼ 1; 2; . . . is a mode combining mark classes Gm.
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G ¼ R� G0 ¼ ðRS � G1Þ [ ðRZ � G2Þ [ ðRB � G3Þ [ . . .

The classes of marks representing data of real values and scales may be integrated
by a generated retinal variable which is a product of two basic retinal variables. For
example,

RBC � G7 ¼ fb1c1; b2c1; . . .g � fG7
1;G

7
2; . . .g ¼ fb1c1G7

1; b2c1G
7
2; . . .g

where:

RB ¼ fb1; b2; . . .g � B

RC ¼ fc1; c2; . . .g � C

G7 ¼ fG7
1;G

7
2; . . .g is a mode of G0, where G7

mjm ¼ 1; 2; . . . is the mark class Gm of
the combining mode G7.

The product RBC � Gm ¼ fb1c1; b2c1; . . .g � Gm is considered that the color c1 is
integrated into all marks of the mark class Gm meanwhile scales of Gm are integrated by
different brightness b1; b2; . . ..

Generally, the integration of generated retinal variables into mark classes can be
visually designed with a 2-dimensional matrix, where a dimension indicates mark
classes, another indicates generated retinal variables and visual marks. In addition, the
integration can also be designed with mathematical expressions. The design with
mathematical expression is suitable for graphs visualizing data variable of quantitative
characteristics as scales.

3.5 Step 5: Displaying Visual Graph

The graph G visualized from G0 by integrating retinal variables is displayed on screen
with various modes to enable user to extract information and discover knowledge.

4 Case Studies

4.1 Case Study 1. Visualizing Space-Time Map of Bus

Bus space-time map is considered as a graph representing bus network of a city on
space-time cube [14, 15]. The density of marks on the map results in the decrease of
visual features and user is difficult to extract information. The efficiency of the map is
improved by integrating retinal variables into its marks in accordance with the fol-
lowing process.

Step 1. Grouping Marks of Bus Space-Time Map. The marks of bus space-time map is
divided into the mark classes.

– The class of stations. Bus stations of all routes are grouped into the mark class of
station.
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– The class of space-time points. Space-time points are marks of points associating
bus stations with time points, where each space-time point associates with a station
and a time point when a bus calls at the station. All space-time points are grouped
into a mark class of space-time points.

– The class of ground trajectories. Ground trajectories are polylines connecting bus
stations of the same route. Ground trajectories of all routes are grouped into a mark
class of ground trajectories.

– The class of space-time trajectories. Space-time trajectories are polylines con-
necting space-time points of the same trip. Space-time trajectories of all routes are
grouped into a mark class of space-time trajectories.

– The class of route. Each route are constituted by a ground trajectory, stations
combining with the ground trajectory, space-time points, and space-time trajectories
of the route.

Table 2. The table of the integration of generated retinal variables into mark classes.

Generated 
retinal 
variables

Visual
Marks 

Mark classes of
stations space-time 

points
ground 
trajectories

space-time
trajectories

routes 

Point

Line

Square

Dash

Arrow

Red Route 1

Green Route 2

Blue Route 3
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Step 2. Constituting Generated Retinal Variables. The shapes of point and line are
used to indicate marks of bus space-time map on displayed plane. The symbols of dash,
arrow, triangle, square, and filled circle are designed to integrate into marks of lines or
points. The color variable is designed to integrate into marks of bus routes.

Step 3. Processing the Intersections of Mark Classes. In a bus space-time map, some
bus stations are shared by different routes. The marks indicating these stations need to
be processed to connect simultaneously to different routes. In other words, each
common station must be integrated the visual marks of all routes which it belongs to.

Step 4. Integrating Generated Retinal Variables into Mark Classes. The shape of point
is assigned to class of stations and class of space-time points. The shape of line is
assigned to the class of ground trajectories and the class of space-time trajectories to
represent route trajectories and trip trajectories, respectively. The symbol of square is
integrated into the mark class of stations to represent bus stations. The symbol of dash
is integrated into the mark class of trip trajectories to represent trip trajectories. The
symbol of arrow is integrated into the mark class of route trajectories to represent route
trajectories and the direction of bus movement on the route. All constituents of a route
are integrated by a color to differentiate a route from others. The integration generated
retinal variables into mark classes is designed on a table (see Table 2).

Step 5. Displaying Visual Map. After being integrated retinal variables, the bus space-
time map is improved its efficiency because of the increase of visual features (see
Fig. 3).

Space-time 
trajectory

Station

Space-time 
trajectory

Ground
trajectory

Ground 
trajectory

Base map of city

Ground 
trajectory

Station

Station

Space-time 
trajectory

Time

Space-time 
point

Fig. 3. An illustration of the integration of retinal variables into bus space-time map
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4.2 Case Study 2. Representing the Data of Hand-Foot-Mouth Epidemic

The happening of hand-foot-mouth epidemic in Binhduong province during 2012–
2014 is represented as a multidimensional graph on a multidimensional cube [16, 17].
The graph represents four data variables, the number of patients, rainfall, humidity, and
temperature which share the reference variable of time. The graph can be improved the
efficiency by integrating retinal variables into graph to increase visual features.

Step 1. Grouping Marks of Graph. The marks representing the data of happening of
hand-foot-mouth epidemic are divided into 4 mark classes corresponding to 4 data
variables, the number of patients (P), rainfall (R), humidity (H), temperature (T). It is
necessary to consider the relation among data variables because they together refer to
time variable. Each of P, R, H, T variables is divided into 3 mark classes as subset of P,
R, H, T, respectively, called scales, corresponding to 3 groups of values of data.
Maximal scale involves marks representing the values of local maxima and their
neighbors, minimal scale involves marks representing the values of local minima and
their neighbors, and medial scale involves remainder.

Step 2. Constituting Generated Retinal Variables. The mark classes representing 4
data variables share the visual mark of bar shape to indicate the value of data. Each
qualitative mark class as the number of patients, rainfall, humidity, temperature is
integrated by a color (a visual mark of color variable). Each quantitative mark class as
scales is additionally integrated by a visual mark of brightness variable.

RS ¼ fbarg ¼ fbarP; barR; barH; barTg, where barP is the class of marks shaped
bars representing the number of patients; barR is the class of marks shaped bars
representing rainfall; barH is the class of marks shaped bars representing humidity;
barT is the class of marks shaped bars representing temperature.

RC ¼ fc1; c2; c3; c4g ¼ fred; green; blue; orangeg is the generated color variable.
RB ¼ fb1; b2; b3g ¼ fdark;medium; lightg is the generated brightness variable.
RBC ¼ fb1; b2; b3g � fc1; c2; c3; c4g is the product of two retinal variables.
RBC ¼ ffb1; b2; b3gc1; fb1; b2; b3gc2; fb1; b2; b3gc3; fb1; b2; b3gc4g

RBC ¼ ffb1c1; b2c1; b3c1g; fb1c2; b2c2; b3c2g; fb1c3; b2c3; b3c3g; fb1c4; b2c4; b3c4gg

Step 3. Processing the Intersections of Mark Classes. The intersection of a qualitative
mark class with scales is processed by the product of brightness variable and color
variable, where color variable is integrated into qualitative mark classes and brightness
variable is integrated into scales.

Integrating the product of generated retinal variables into mark classes to represent
simultaneously qualitative mark classes and scales:

RBCS ¼ RBC � RS

RBCS ¼ RBC � fbarP; barR; barH; barTg
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Step 4. Integrating Generated Retinal Variables into Mark Classes. Mark classes
representing the number of patient composed of qualitative marks and scales are
integrated by the generated retinal variable:

RBCP ¼ fdark:red:barP;medium:red:barP; light:red:barPg composed of 3 visual
marks corresponding to 3 scales of the variable of the number of patients.

Mark classes representing rainfall composed of qualitative marks and scales are
integrated by the generated retinal variable:

RBCR ¼ fdark:green:barR;medium:green:barR; light:green:barRg composed of 3
visual marks corresponding to 3 scales of the variable of rainfall.

Mark classes representing humidity composed of qualitative marks and scales are
integrated by the generated retinal variable:

RBCH ¼ fdark:blue:barH;medium:blue:barH; light:blue:barHg composed of 3
visual marks corresponding to 3 scales of the variable of humidity.

Mark classes representing temperature composed of qualitative marks and scales
are integrated by the generated retinal variable:

RBCT ¼ fdark:orange:barT ;medium:orange:barT ; light:orange:barTg composed
of 3 visual marks corresponding to 3 scales of the variable of temperature.

Step 5. Displaying Visual Graph. The dark colors representing the maximum marks of
the number of patients, rainfall, humidity emphasizes the relation among variables. The
marks of dark colors of visual graph representing the data of hand-foot-mouth epidemic
in Binhduong are perceived the correlation among the variables of the number of
patients, rainfall, humidity. The variable of temperature is not perceived any correla-
tion. If this correlation is confirmed by bigger dataset, the result may be used to predict
the happening of hand-foot-mouth epidemic when viewing visual graph representing
data in real time (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The visual graph representing the dataset of hand-foot-mouth epidemic in Binhduong
province, Vietnam, during 2012–2014, shows the relation among the number of patients, rainfall,
and humidity, meanwhile temperature does not affect the number of patients [16, 17].
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5 Conclusion

The efficiency of a graph representing visually a dataset depends on human perception.
The visual features are utilized to estimate objectively the efficiency of a visual graph
according to the level of human perception of the significance of graph. The visual
features of a graph are improved when retinal variables are suitably integrated into
marks of graph. Graphs of good visual features enable user to extract valuable infor-
mation and/or discover new knowledge by viewing and thinking.

The paper proposed a process of integrating retinal variables into graph repre-
senting multivariate data to increase visual features of the graph. Marks of graph are
grouped into mark classes by qualitative and quantitative characteristics, where qual-
itative mark classes refer to nominal characteristics and quantitative mark classes refer
to the values of data variables. Generated retinal variables used to integrate into graphs
are formed from basic retinal variables. In that, each generated retinal variable is a
subset of a basic retinal variable or a product of basic retinal variables. The process is
illustrated with the visualization of bus space-time map and the multidimensional graph
representing the data of happening of hand-foot-mouth epidemic in Binhduong pro-
vince, Vietnam, during 2012–2014.
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